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ABSTRACT 

vVe describe a model for analytic analysis of transients in 
multicavity klystron output power and phase. Cavities are mod
eled as resonant circuits, while bunching of the beam is modeled 
using linear space-charge wave theory. Our analysis has been 
implemented in a computer program which we use in designing 
mulLicavity klystrons with stable output power and phase. VIe 
present as examples transient analyses of a relativistic klystron 
llsing a magnetic pulse compression modulator, and of a con
ventional klystron designed to use phase shifting techniques for 
RF pulse compression. 

INTRODUCTION 

Large linear electron colliders require high power short 
pulsed RF sources in order to attain accelerating gradients of 
100-200 MV /m. Two techniques being developed to supply this 
RF are relativistic klystrons with modulators using magnetic 
pulse compression, and conventional klystrons using phase shift
ing techniques for RF pulse compression. The RF power and 
frerjuency range being explored is 100-500 MW at 11-17 GlIz. 
The RF output pulse length desired is 50-100 nsec, making the 
t ril nsient behavior of the multicavi ty klystrons employed in both 
,)pproaches important. This paper describes a model for analyt ic 
;1l1il.lysis of transients in multicavity klystron output power and 
phase. Cavities are modeled as resonant circuits, while bunching 
of the beam is modeled llsing linear space-charge wave theory. 
The model has been implemented in a computer program which 
is used in designing multi cavity klystrons with stable output 
power and phase. 

RF CAVITIES 

Each beam loaded klystron cavity is modeled as a paral
lel network of cavity and beam loading impedances as shown 
in Fig. 1. External resistance Re includes additional resistive 
loading by iris-coupled waveguides. The RF driver connected to 
the input cavity typically consists of a power source, isolator, 
wilveguide, and coupling iris. The driver is modeled as a gener
ator of alternating cLlrrent Ig = igciwt with shunt resistance He 
attached to the beam loaded input cavity (Fig. 1). Downstream 
caxities are driven by the bunched beam current. 

The H.F voltage on a cavity is V(t) = ti(t)eiwt where ('(t) 
is the trimsient modulation of the Ill" oscillation eiwt . The tran
sient. behavior of V(t) is calculated from the circuit equation 

d3 dV V . 
dl 2CV + elt R + L = I 

\\·hich Ciln be rewritten as 

.. (1 Co'). (1 1 II C:) j 
V + He + 2C V + LC - HC R + C V = C (I) 

where L, R, ill](l C are the beillll loaded cal·ity inductance, re
sistilllce, and capilcitance, respectively. L, R, and C may be 
time dependent due to resistive and reactive loading of the cav
ity by bCill11 pulses with finite risctime. The currcnt [ flowing in 
the cirCllit 1l10dd is the sum of generator current Iy for the input 

* \Vork supported by the Department of Energy under contract 
DE-ACO;FiGSFOO'l15. 

FIG. 1. Each bealll loaded klystron ca,·iLy is modeled as a 
parallel network of cavity and beam impedances. Exter
nal resistance includes additional resistive loading by IrIS 

coupled waveguides. The input cavity is driven by all RF 
generator current. Downstream cavities are driven by the 
bunched beam current. 

cavity, RF beam current h for intermediate and output cavities. 
and DC beam current 10 for all cavities. Time dependence of ['I 

(for the input cavity) is ciwt where W is the RF angular frequency. 
Time dependence of h (for intermediate and output cavities) 
is i1(t)e i

(d where i 1(1) is the transient modulittion of the TIr 
oscillation eiwt

. Time dependence of 10 is due to finite risetime. 

The lumped circuit elements in Eq. (1) can be expressed ill 
terms of measurable quantities through the definitions 

') 1 ~CV3 2Q , 
wr~ = LC' Q = Wr f1'2/R = wrRC, T = ~ = 2RC (2) 

where R/Q is constant. Inserting definitions (2) into Eq. (1) 
gives 

ii- + 2 (~ _ wr) 11 
T Wr 

(3) 
+ [we 2 _ ~ (= + We + 2 We: _ wr)] V = We!!:. j 

T T Wr WI' Wr Q 
which we solve for the transient behavior of 1'(t). 

The total quality factor Q for resistive beam loading of the 
cavity is composed of contributions from cavity Wil]JS (Qu), frolll 
beam IOil.ding (Qb), and from coupling to external w:1veguides 
(Qe). Total Q is given by 

Q = (Qo1 + Qb1 + Q;l)-l 
Beam loading Qb is related to the beam p,Hilll1cters by 

Qb=loho~-l)XI/Io (J) 
where Xl depends on the spatial distribution of the beilm, Iii = 
1 + c1/0/mec3, and Va is the itccelerating voltage. 1'1)(> ITSOllilnC(' 
angular frequency of the cavity is 

Wr = u..'u + Ii 
where Wo is the resonitnce frequency without beam, and b is t 11(' 
detuning by reactive beam loading. The dctullillg is related 10 

beam pill'amcters by 

u..·o/21i=luClu:!-1)XdIu (i) 

where X3 depends on the spatial distribution of the healll. Tiltl<' 
dependence of qb and b results from finite risetime of the bealll 
current 10 and of the lwalll cncrgy /IJIlIJ" ill Fqs. (I) i1lld (.-J). 
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Initial Conditions 

Velocity modulation is initiated by an external RF driver 
coupled by a waveguide to the klystron input cavity. The driver 
in general is not matched perfectly to the input cavity impedance 
which is time dependent due to the transient beam loading. If 
the driver is switched on long before the beam enters the in
put cavity, the input cavity voltage builds up to an asymptotic 
value which can be determined from the available drive power 
and the impedance mismatch as follows: The driver is modeled 
as a generator of alternating current Ig = igeiwt with shunt resis
tance Re = (R/Q)Qe attached to the beam loaded input cavity 
(Fig. 1). The beam loaded input cavity has impedance 

ZL = (R/Q)[Qo -I + Qb -I + i(w/wr - wr/w)tl 
The fraction of available drive power that enters the input cavity 
is 1 - Ifj2 where r = (ZL - Re)/(ZL + Rc) is the voltage wave 
reflection coefficient. The asymptotic peak voltage on the input 
cavity produced by available rms drive power P has the same 
phase (relative to ig) as the total impedance through which Ig 
flows. ThetotalimpedanceisZT = (ZL-I+Rc-I)-l Thephase 
of the asymptotic peak voltage on the input cavity produced by 
the generator then is 

A. -I ImZT -1 -(W/Wr - wr/w) 
'r = tan -- = tan 

ReZT l/Qo + I/Qb + l/Q< 
The asymptotic peak voltage on the input cavity then is 

Vd = V2P(1_jrj2)(R/q)(Qo-1 + Qb-I)-I ei
</> 

Assuming the fields produced in the input cavity by the RF 
generator have reached equilibrium before the beam turns on, 
the voltage V(t) on the input cavity at t = 0 just before the 
beam enters is V(O) = Vd and V(O) = iWVd' 

Alternatively, the transient due to switching on the genera
tor is analyzed using the input cavity initial condition V(O) = 

1>(0) = O. 
Each downstream cavity is driven only by the beam and has 

V = 0 and V = 0 before the beam enters. 

Driving Tm'm 

The rate of change in current j that drives the voltage all 
a cavity appears all the right side of Eq. (3). For the input 
cavity, which is driven by Ig and by the risclime of 10, 1 = 

iwIg + io. Maximum rms drive power P is transferred when 
the input cavity is matched to the driver. In this case, P = 
~aIg?Rc so 19 = J8P/He . For the intermediate and out\)ut 

cavities, which arc driven by h and by the risetime of 10, I = 
iwh + jo. Calculatioll of II from linear space-charge wave theory 
is discussed below. 

LINEAR SPACE-CHARGE WAVE THEORY 
OF BUNCHING 

Bunching of the beam is modeled by linear space-charge 
wave theory. The transient cavity voltage V(t)e iwt modulates 
the velocity of the beam. Longitudinal space-charge forces then 
produce space-charge waves which bunch the beam downstream. 

Space-Charge Force 

The space-charge potential of a long bunch of charge density 
(l and radius a in a beam tube of radius b is 

1/(1' < (! < b) = _(l(!2 (1 +2In~ _ r~) 
4fo a a" 

assuming the longitudinal dimension (z) of the bunch is long 
compared to the radial dimension (r) so that end effects (all 
be neglected. The longitudinal space-charge force in the frame 
moving with the beam at \'clocity 1'0 = ;Joc is 

(JV(r) f'([2 ( b 1'2) up 
F~(r) = -c-,- = --'I 1 + 2111 - - -;;- -,---

(J.:: ,lC01ll" a a- Dz 
(6) 

where ~io = (1 - r1u")-1/2. :\ot(' that. whel1 avet'aged over il 
uniforlll radial Cllrrent clis\.rihnt.ioll 

(Fz) = f(~ F~(r)rdr = ~ [1 +4In(b/a)] Fz(O). (7) 
fo rdr 2 1+2In(b/a) 

Wave Equation 

The longitudinal space-charge force produces space-charge 
waves on the beam. The space-charge wave equation can be 
derived from the linearized continuity equation in the coordinate 
frame moving with the beam at velocity 1'0 with respect to the 
klystron, 

(8) 
where the charge density p and the velocity v are both sums of 
a constant term and a small modulation: p(z, t) = po + PI(Z, t) 
and v(z, t) = VO+VI(Z, t). In the beam frame, the beam velocity 
is VI(Z, t). 

For small velocity modulation, VI = c(--y - 10)/ fJol0 3 where 
1= (1 - fJ2)1/2. The acceleration is 

i'l = ~c/fJoI03 = Fz (r)/Tn I 0
3 (9) 

because ~ = }'zfJoc/mec2 . Substituting i'l from Eq. (9) into the 
time derivative of Eq. (8) and using Fz from Eq. (6), gives the 
wave equation 

where the phase velocit.y vr/> of space-charge waves is given by 

(
V</»2 10 1 ( b 1'2) 
- =---- 1+2In-----" 
c 17];AfJo105 a a-

The beam current is 10 = PllfJoC1ra2. 

Spacc-Charge Wavdcugth 

(10) 

Space-charge wavcnllmber and wavelength are computed 
from the phase velocity (10) by averaging, as in Eq. (7), over 
it uniform radial beam current distribution. The average space
charge wavenumber is 

(kp) = W (v</» /vo:! 

[ ][ 
1 ]1/" (ll) 

=~ (l+g)3/2_i/
2 17~A(fJo~0)5 -~ 

where 9 = 2In(b/a). The ,we rage space-charge wa\'elcngth is 

') "\ 1 ) (A ) = _71"1'0" _ 
P W u¢ 

_ .) [( )1/2 _ 1/2] [17 kA (fJ )5] 1/2 271"c 
- - 1 + 9 9 1 () 010 . o t W 

(12) 

For beam energy eVa = (--yo - 1)171e(2 = 1.2 MeV, current 
10 = 1 kA, and filling factor alb = 0.7, the space-charge wa\'e
length calculated from Eq. (12) is (\') = 18,1 ern, in good 
agreement with simulations by the electromagnetic particle-in-

I 
cell code, Mask. 

RF Currcnt 

Velocity modulation by a cavity produces RF modulation of 
the beam current downstream. \Ve approximate each klystron 
cavity as a narrow gap with voltage \f(t)e'wt . After drifting a 
distance el, the beam develops an RF current given ill t he linear 
approximation by 

['I(t) = _ 471"iI/(t) 1u(t) 1 . ((' ) I) i",rl/;Jc .... -- S111 ft'p (. e 
Zo 17kA (1 + g)/h 

(1:3 ) 

where Zo = 37711 and (1"'[1) is computed from Eq. (11). 

Tn the drift dowllstream frolll il cavity, space-charge lI"il\'es 
evolve 011 the beam according to Eq. (1:3) with bOllndary condi
tions given by the ca\'ity voltage. Buncliing c\'olvcs on t.hc scalC' 
of AI'/4. In klystron designs, intercavity spacings arc somewhat 
less than \,/4, making t.he overall lengths of klystrons ,cale with 
'\p times the !llllllber or C<l\·itics. 
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MULTICAVITY KLYSTRONS 

The transient calculation for a multicavity klystron is out
lined in Fig. 2. For each cavity in sequence from input to out
put, the time dependent RF cavity voltage produced by the RF 
generator (for the input cavity) or the bunched beam (for the in
termediate and output cavities) is calculated from Eq. (3) using 
the appropriate initial condition and driving term as discussed 
above. The voltage solution is used to compute from Eq. (13) 
the resulting RF modulation of the beam current at the down
stream cavities. The RF current used to drive each cavity in the 
calculation is the phasor sum of RF currents from all cavities 
upstream. The output RF power is computed from the output 
cavity RF voltage as lV(t) 12 /2Re . The output RF phase relative 
to the RF generator is tan-1 (ImV(t)/ReV(t)). 

9-88 
6126A2 

Equation for 
Cavity V(t) 

FIG. 2. Flowchart for klystron transieut calculations. 

EXAMPLES 

Relativistic klystrons under development at the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and Lawrence Livermore Na
tional Laboratory (LLNL) are designed to extract hundreds 
of megawatts of RF power at 11.4 GHz from electron beam 
pulses of 1 kA current, 1 l'vIcV kinetic energy, and 50 nsec dura
tion~ These beams are produced by a linear induction acceler
ator driven by modulators using magnetic pulse compression at 

o 
LLNL. One relativistic klystron, known as S.L4;is a six cavit.y 
tube designed to operate at 1l.4 GI-Iz with 1 kA beam current 
and 1.2 lVIV beam kinetic energy. Figure 3 shows our analysis or 
transients in klystron output power and phase due to a pulsed 
relativistic bemn entering the SL4 klystron after the fields pro
duced in the input cavity by the RF generator have reached 
equilibrium. 

Phase shifting teclllliqlws for RF pulse compression arc 

undcr development at the SLAC.
3 

A 100 MW conventional 
klystron at 11.'124 GHz has been designed for usc in these ex

periments:! Figure ,1 shows our analysis of the transients due to 
swit.ching on the RF generator in the presence of a DC beam, 
and then due to reversing the gencrator phase after the switch
on transient has subsided. 

SUMMARY 

We have described a model for analytic linear analysis of 
tr,l11sients in mu\ticavity klystron output power and phase. \Ve 
ha \"(~ presented as eXillllples our transient analyses of two multi
Ci\\'ity klystrons designed for applications in which fast risetime 
and stable output power ilnd phase arc important. 
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SlA RELATIVISTIC KLYSTRON 
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FIG. 3. 'lbnsient analysis of SL,j, an 11.4 GIIz six-cavity 
relativistic klystron. In this linear calcnlation, the fields pro
duced in the input cavity by the RF generator have reached 
equilibrium before the beam turns on. The klystron cavity 
frequencies without beam are Luned to 0, 31, 23, 45, 425, 
and 6 MHz, respectively, above 11424 MIIz. The pulsed 
beam detunes the cavities by 25l\HIz and loads them with 
Qbeam = 230 when beam current and voltage are at their 
maximum values, I kA and 1 MY. The gain cavities are 
loaded externally with Qe = 120 for faster risetime. Input 
Qe = 300. Output Qe = 20. For the six cavities, R/Q = 27, 
27, 27, 27, 60, and Gill, respectively. Intercavity spacings 
are 28,14,21,21, "n<l 14 em. 

11 424 GHz KLYSTRON FOR RF PL;LSE COMPRE2S10\ 
IntermedIate Co'Vlties loaded (- - ), unloaded (-) 
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FIG. 4. Transient analysis of a 100 1\[W, 11.424 Gllz five
cavity conventional klyst.ron desigtl for H,F pulse compres
sion. In this linear calculation, the RF generator is switched 
on at 0 nsec in the presence of a DC beam. The generator 
phase is reversed at 40 nsec, after the switch-on transient 
has subsided. Dashed curves show that improved risetime is 
obtained by adding external loads with Qe = 150 to the gain 
cavities. Input Qe = 100. Output Qe = 26. The klystron 
cavity frequencies without beam are tuned to 21, 18, 40, 
500, and 20 MIlz, respectively, above 1142,jMIIz. The DC, 
511 A, 440 kY beam cletunes tlte cavities by -211\1Ilz and 
loads them with Qb = 210. For tlte five cavities, fI/Q = 36, 
36, 3G, 39, and 2011, respectively. [lltercavity spacings are G, 
6,8,3cm. 
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